It is generally recognized that more diverse decision-making panels make better decisions: including more perspectives reduces bias, increases transparency, and exposes more individuals to how decisions are made. But old habits die hard, and increasing the diversity of committees demands behavioral change. Here are some strategies that can help.

Diversify across characteristics to support a range of perspectives
While increasing racial and gender representation is critically important, people from other less-represented groups—like first-generation or early career academics, or those with cross-disciplinary experience—can also invite new and valuable perspectives.

Connect committee composition to outcomes through representation of those who will be affected
Deliberately inviting perspectives from those who will be on the receiving end of policy or directly impacted by decisions ensures that issues which might otherwise go unseen have the chance to be addressed.

Transparency invites trust
When decisions about who’s included (and who’s not) are decided upon behind closed doors, even well-meaning intent can seem mysterious. In contrast, transparent and consistently applied criteria create a baseline and build a foundation of credibility.

Expanding a sense of what’s possible
Traditions and historical norms are sticky in part due to status quo bias, but can also persist due to a perceived lack of other alternatives. Gaining exposure to new options by seeing what others have done can help overcome “the way things are done around here.”

Make all votes count
When decisions about who’s included or confirmed safe choices rather than express true preferences.

Overcome “two-kenism” tendencies
Research indicates that committees stop seeking diversity after selecting two underrepresented individuals, feeling like they’ve “checked the box.” Making diverse representation less like a quota to be filled can also reduce the perception that those individuals must represent entire segments rather than their personal expertise.

Fostering true diversity of opinion
Non-traditional participants may fear judgment or feel a need to check themselves when making suggestions that run counter to established or commonly held views. More inclusive processes deliberately create space to consider all viewpoints, with shared goals in mind.

Relying on self-identification or selection by leadership can reinforce existing biases
Research shows that making selection opt-out rather than opt-in can help boost inclusion of those who less comfortable with self-promotion, or those who may not seem like “obvious” choices.

Question the norms about who is qualified to participate or contribute
When traditional or overly narrow forms of inclusion and exclusion—like seniority or rank—are used as criteria too early, they may leave out individuals who can provide important alternative points of view.

Debiasing deliberative processes can also reduce “business as usual” decision-making tendencies

Reducing leadership bias
• Convene and document “pre-briefs.”

Reducing individual bias
• Question what we think we know. Asking committee members to explicitly step through their thought processes and assumptions can surface and counteract “confirmation bias,” or the tendency to prioritize data that reinforces existing preconceptions.
• Even the playing field. Consider strategies to reduce advantages of circumstance: providing interview questions in advance can equalize candidates, and using relative measures—such as progress from a starting point rather than judging absolute accomplishments—can gauge applicant quality more fairly.

Increasing systems thinking
• Identify bias at a system level. Efforts to reduce personal bias can put the burden on individuals to change, and can ignore how systems themselves are often designed to reinforce “hidden in plain sight” biases.
• Think downstream: Improving diversity through hiring will fall flat without equal investment in mentorship and retention.
• Use structure to provide consistency. Structured approaches—like interview protocols and pre-determined criteria—can increase confidence in comparison without resorting to solely quantitative measures.
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